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Since the early 1900s, domestic scholars have devoted to do research on 
Sinology of Western countries. To enrich the research ,Academic circles explore 
Sinology from the perspective of politics ,culture ,religion ect.  The author conclude 
historical research ,only to find research during the phase of specialized Sinology 
concentrated on France .Britain ,a powerful nation in economy and politics ,is 
required to pay more attention to . To some extent，most of familiar study are the 
development or effect of early linguistics research, because there is inadequacy in 
material. Though scholars also introduce some essay and books, they have not been 
able to analysis in a professional way. So far, we desiderate a Study on Morphology of 
high quality to fill the gap .Thus, this article introduces two books on  Chinese 
grammar in Britain ,namely A Handbook of the Chinese and Language and A 
grammar of Chinese colloquial language .The reason we choose these two books is 
that they are representative books concerning Chinese Grammar . Furthermore, we 
consider James Summers and Joseph Edkins  have similar experience ,background, 
academic ability ect .After the brief introduction of background , we use methods to 
study construction of Chinese grammar in these books including translation, 
description, document ,comparison ect. This article studies the morphology 
emphatically. Firstly, we find the definition and formation of a word. Secondly, we 
analyses and comment on noun ,verb ,pronoun ect. Then ,we utilizes the 
analysis .Next, we compare with Grammar study in China and find the advantage and 
disadvantage of Morphology during the phase of specialized Sinology .Finally, 
discover the enlightment ,influence and value of this research. This research provides 
us abundant resource for compiling specialized textbook ,promoting Chinese language 
and exploring historical research. 
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表一 19 世纪英国汉学家汉语语法著作表 
时间 著作 作者 
1814 《中国言法》 


























1845 《汉英会话》（The Chinese Speaker） 罗伯聃 
Robert Thom 
1853 《上海方言语法》 
（A grammar of colloquial Chinese, as exhibited in 








1857 《官话语法》  
（A grammar of Chinese colloquial language, 













（The Rudiment of the Chinese Language,with 




（A Progressive Course Designed to Assist the 





（A Series of Papers Selected as Specimen of 





（China’s place in philology: an attempt to show 



















（A Chinese Manual——A Condensed Grammar with 
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